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On Tuesday we have our 2nd swift half and I was going to join them.
Print Competition of the season However, when I got out to the car I
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with judge John Lacey ARPS, realised it was already 10pm and raining – and with a long trip down the M5
CPAGB, EFIAP.
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I thought I ought to get going or my
Come along to enjoy members’ other half would start to worry. If you
know who made that kind invitation,
images and expert critique.

Simon Caplan
Last week’s speaker Simon Caplan
writes-

"Really

enjoyed

last

night’s talk at your club and was
chuffed with the kindness and en-
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Anniversary CD
MidPhot
Diary

please apologise profusely to them on

Competitions & Exhibitions

my behalf as I don’t want to be thought

Commercial

of as rude!!"

And finally…

He also adds:- "The American photogra-

pher who explains bounce flash (and You may recall he also spoke
thusiasm shown to me by your
other flash stuff for portraiture) in an about a scientific photowalk: we
members and especially you, your
easy-to-understand way is Neil think this was one of the STFC
chairman, your treasurer and the
Van Neikerk whose Tangents Blog I try events mentioned in past newsguys on the laptop/projector. It
to follow. I own an older version of his letters. We had very interesting
was as well organised a night as
book ‘On Camera Flash’ (explained visits to RAL Harwell and Daresany I have experienced when givhere) which can be bought from Ama- bury, and James Woodend had a
ing talks – so please pass that on
good trip with them too. There
zon. I strongly recommend it.”
to all concerned.
doesn't seem to be a Photowalk
as yet this year but keep an eye

Right at the end someone invited

on the public engagement pages

me to join them in the Alma for a

for various events and open days.

3rd PDI Competition

The eye for detail in public places
that Simon ably demonstrated is

Hand-in starts this week.

also a key feature in this TED talk

Last hand-in date 26th January.

I came across, Ways of Seeing .

Details on the website.
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The GB Cup Entry for 2016
A ‘very BIG thank you’ to everyone who sent in images – they gave the Selection Committee a wonderful
range to choose from.
In the ‘Open’ category we had to select just 15 images from 105 – this did prove quite a tall order!!

There

were some lovely & really interesting images – but in the end we selected those that we felt would create
an impact in the ‘3 seconds’ that the judges have in this type of competition.
The situation was a little different and easier for the ‘Nature’ category - here we can enter 21 images with
the 10 highest scoring images counting for the final club total. So to select 21 from the 45 images sent in
was a more straightforward exercise.
Here are the Images & their Authors that were chosen –
OPEN

NATURE

1.

Tide chime - Eric Williams

1.

Toucan Mashpi - Jeff Steady

2.

Winter Morning at the Lake - Judy Knights

2.

Foraging Ursus Americanus - Eric Williams

3.

Storm over the Valley - Tony Jervis

3.

Goldfinch on Teasel - Michael Hadley

4.

Grass & Snow - James Woodend

4.

Arctic fox - Les Bailey

5.

Miles Away - Sue Abbott

5.

Amethyst Deceivers - Bob Tunstall

6.

Catching the Light - Judy Knights

6.

Glasswing Butterfly - John Burrows

7.

Going for it - Malcolm Haynes

7.

Polar Bear - Duncan Locke

8.

Aurora over Ice Lagoon - Eric Williams

8.

Little Owl - Bob Tunstall

9.

Faded Beauty - James Woodend

9.

Carder Bee - Douglas Gregor

10.

Out of Steam - Duncan Locke

10.

Milvus Milvus - Eric Williams

11.

Sea Stacks - Paul Mann

11.

Aurora Reflection - Paul Mann

12.

Cool Dude - Malcolm Haynes

12.

Grey Heron Nesting - Michael Hadley

13.

Mustang Round-up - Tony Jervis

13.

Red Fox - Douglas Gregor

14.

Once Upon A Time - Judy Knights

14.

Black Headed Gull Courtship - Eric Williams

15.

Round-up - James Woodend

15.

Cloud Forest Wolf Spider - Jeff Steady

16.

Robin in Apple tree - Brian Eacock

17.

Ophrys Apifera - Duncan Locke

18.

Sea Lions at Play - Jeff Steady

19.

Robin in Flight - Douglas Gregor

20.

Dunnock in Flight - Bob Tunstall

21.

White Tailed Sea Eagle - Duncan Locke

Judging will take place over the weekend 13/14th February.
The Judges for the OPEN are:- Gwen Charnock, Bob Moore & Roger Parry
NATURE are:- Mick Durham, Duncan SK Hill & Bob Moore
Thank you again for contributing . Results when available will be included in WCC News.
Judy - External Competition Secretary
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Photo-Opportunity!
Pershore Library 2nd February - Photographer(s) wanted please!
Tracey Blackwell, our contact at Croome writes to ask:I’m just wondering if anyone would be able to take some photos at a forthcoming event in conjunction with
the National Trust and Worcestershire Libraries.
It’s taking place between 5pm-9pm on 2 February at Pershore Library with poets Spoz, Polarbear and Chloe
Clarke. 13-19 year olds will be attending a masterclass with them on poetry (5pm-7pm) and then performing
their poems (7pm-9pm) at a open mic session.
If you would like to practise your event/portrait photography, please contact Pam Turner ASAP.

If you find you are available at the last minute, do contact Tracey directly to see if she still needs someone
for the event.

Members’ News
James Woodend will be celebrating success with an invitation to attend the
IGPOTY Awards on 5th February. You will recall his image Androecium was
highly commended in the Macro Art photo project section.
See the other Macro Art and Monochrome photo project winners here and look
out in early February for the other winners to be announced.

125th Anniversary CD - Reminder
If you would like a copy of the 125th anniversary presentation CD including the two AVs, as described fully
in last week’s newsletter, please let me know by 31 January 2016.
John Burrows - Archivist
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MidPhot 2016
Here are the Rules and a WCC-tailored Entry
Form (download here in Word or here in PDF
format) for the 2016 MidPhot Exhibition
organised by our Federation the MCPF.
Any Club Member can enter.
Midphot is a good way to see how your work
compares with that of other Midlands Clubs’
photographers.
As in past years I will collate the Club's entry
and be responsible for taking it to Smethwick in early February. I will also collect your
Prints and your Exhibition Catalogues on
Thursday 24 March after the closing date of
the Exhibition.
Entry fees are modest by comparison with
those charged by other external exhibitions
and prints can be entered without incurring
carriage and packaging costs.
Please read the Rules carefully and let me
know if you have any queries. In view of the
recent change to print mount sizes by our Club may I point out that the only size allowed for MCPF/PAGB
exhibitions and competitions is 50cmx40cm.
For your information, I put all the Club's PDI entries on to one CD in separate folders by Section and Author.
You may either put your PDI entry on a CD for me, or on a memory stick, or email them to me. In the latter
event I will acknowledge by email so that you know that they are safely received. I will check your entry to
confirm that everything is in order.
Whichever method you use I still require an application form and your entry fees which can be cash, or
cheque made payable to MCPF.
LAST DATE FOR HAND-IN (TO ME PLEASE) IS TUESDAY 9 FEBRUARY
John Burrows DPAGB
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Dates for the Diary / Out and About
London Art Fair’s Photography Day is on Wed 20th January.
AIRLIFT:25, an exhibition by member Max Willcock is on at the Hive 1-14 February 2016. Donations in aid of
the Air Ambulance gratefully received.
The next Stargazing at RAL event will be held on Friday 12 February, from 17:30 – 20:30. Booking opened
today - free to attend, but book quickly!. Plenty to do for the whole family, whatever the weather. Email
visitral@stfc.ac.uk to be added to their events/public access days mailing list.
MIdlands Comic Con, Telford 13 February for fans of cosplay and some interesting
photo-opps.

Science Museum - 27 Feb Mobile Photography Workshop and Soth exhibition.
Science Museum Jan - Mar 3 lunchtime tours, Julia Margaret Cameron.
V&A Julia Margaret Cameron to 21 Feb
Birmingham Comic Con 19-20 March, NEC. Another Midlands event for fans of movies, comics, sci-fi, gaming,
anime or cosplay; photo-opps and celeb-spotting.
And, handily, the Photography Show is also on at the NEC 19-22 March 2016. Why not combine the two?

An Invitation from Droitwich Camera
Ric Harding sends Season's Greetings to all at Worcester
CC and says:As you know, for quite a few years now, Droitwich Camera
Club has held an annual 'Special Event' featuring a wellknown photographer. This year we're delighted to be
hosting David Noton on Saturday 9 April 2016, who will
present his 'Chasing the Light' roadshow. David can fit
in only a handful of UK Club events this year and we are
very lucky to be one of them.
The show is approximately two hours of photographic
adventure and inspiration with an interval and built in
Question and Answer sessions. The evening will be full of
stunning images and stories and we would be delighted if
you could join us.
Tickets are only £12 and should be obtained in advance
from our website.
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Competitions & Exhibitions
Bristol Salon closes 30th January.
Port Talbot International Salon closes 14th February.
The Photographic Angle’s new competition Paradise is open. Win a Lomography HP650 Diana + APS Film
Camera camera and brighten a grey winter with your interpretation of Paradise!

The Societies’ January competitions ate open to all. You may enter up to three images into each competition free of charge, with an option to enter more images for a nominal fee if you so wish.
Outdoor Events
Classical Nude
Automotive Action
Extended entry deadline:
Wild Planet and
Planes, Trains, and Automobiles

Commercial - Club Group Offers
Claire Carter writes:As always I am offering the Bird of Prey Workshops and available dates can be found on my website. Special
deals are available for camera clubs who can drum up 8-10 participants and we can add extra dates for these.
We have “themed” days from beginner workshops to advanced flight days and a “pure falconry” day ideal for
anyone looking for interesting images for a panel or a “storyboard” series of images. The popular “evening
light” summer workshops can also be offered for group club bookings.
I have put together landscape workshops at home and abroad, value for money, residential tours for people
looking to travel to locations I have got to know well over the years (e.g. Iceland, Norway, Patagonia, Ireland,
North Wales, Poland, Slovenia, Scotland) and are confident photographers. These enable very keen photographers to travel with like-minded people for a shared 100% photography experience - if interested please
email.
I am also offering one-day events; again please email to register interest – details on my newly updated
website.

And finally…
A couple of Les Bailey’s more unusual Iceland pictures for you, seen in
Rejkjavik. In case you are wondering, the pack below contains chocolatecoated coconut macaroons…
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